
Preparing for Year 12 exams can feel overwhelming.
The Exam Revision Series is designed to help Students walk 
into exams with confidence. Choose one or more sessions 
from the most popular Unit 3/4 subjects.

Led by high-achieving tutors who are recent VCE graduates, 
each session will provide all the exam information that Students 
need, including: 

N  Revision of all relevant content from the Unit 3/4 study 
design.

N Proven exam strategies.
N  Interactive practice questions and worked examples.
N High-scoring sample responses.
N Q&A with our experienced tutors.

Skyline Hatch VCE Exam Revision Series
In Partnership with UBS

“AMAZING! I enjoyed the exam tips because 

they apply to other subjects as well, and the 

content revision was specific to the study 

design which was super helpful.”

(Student, Economics)

“The tutor gave us actual exam questions 

and step-by-step solutions while explaining 

the concepts.”

(Student, Maths Methods)
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20
SEPTEMBER

FURTHER MATHS
} 10:00am - 1:00pm (Part 1)
} 1:30pm - 3:30pm (Part 2)

MATHS METHODS
} 10:00am - 1:00pm (Part 1)
} 1:30pm - 3:30pm (Part 2)

ECONOMICS
} 1:30pm - 4:30pm

21
SEPTEMBER

ENGLISH
} 10:00am - 1:00pm (Part 1)
} 1:30pm - 3:30pm (Part 2)

EAL
} 10:00am - 1:00pm

(English as an Additional 

Language)

MONDAY TUESDAY

22
SEPTEMBER

LEGAL STUDIES
} 10:00am - 1:00pm

SOCIOLOGY
} 10:00am - 1:00pm

PSYCHOLOGY
} 1:30pm - 4:30pm

23
SEPTEMBER

BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT
} 10:00am - 1:00pm

BIOLOGY
} 1:30pm - 4:30pm

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

24
SEPTEMBER

CHEMISTRY
} 10:00am - 1:00pm

LITERATURE
} 1:30pm - 4:30pm

SPECIALIST MATHS
} 1:30pm - 4:30pm

FRIDAY

A Word from UBS

As a core part of our Community Affairs program, and in line with 
our global policy, we focus our contributions on education and 
entrepreneurship initiatives. Given the current environment and 
the challenges Students face, the need for support is even greater 
this year. UBS is delighted to work closely with Skyline, supporting 
the Exam Revision Series whilst offering our staff to provide 
much needed directed support over and above straight financial 
contributions. Offering a “hand up” not a “hand out” is core to our 
philosophy. 

About Skyline Hatch

Skyline’s social enterprise, Hatch, leverages over 15 years’ proven 
track record in delivering academic and wellbeing support to 
optimise outcomes for VCE Students. Hatch offers Exam Revision, 
SAC/GAT masterclasses, tutoring, personal development and 
mindset programs that support Teachers to deliver more for their 
Students. Our Team includes extraordinary Skyline Alumni and 
leading wellbeing educators. All Hatch profits are returned to 
Skyline Education Foundation Australia to fund more Students to join 
Skyline’s unique two-year VCE Program.

Monday 20 September – Friday 24 September 2021 - via Zoom

To register and for more information go to: skyline.org.au/examrevisionseries

https://skylinefoundation.org.au/skyline-hatch
https://skylinefoundation.org.au
https://skyline.org.au/examrevisionseries
https://www.ubs.com/au

